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Sensory discrimination thresholds (i.e., the briefest stimulus that can be accurately
perceived) can be measured using tablet-based auditory and visual sweep paradigms.
These basic sensory functions have been found to be diminished in patients with
psychosis. However, the extent to which worse sensory discrimination characterizes
genetic liability for psychosis, and whether it is related to clinical symptomatology and
community functioning remains unknown. In the current study we compared patients with
psychosis (PSY; N=76), their first-degree biological relatives (REL; N=44), and groups of
healthy controls (CON; N=13 auditory and visual/N=275 auditory/N=267 visual) on
measures of auditory and visual sensory discrimination, and examined relationships
with a battery of symptom, cognitive, and functioning measures. Sound sweep
thresholds differed among the PSY, REL, and CON groups, driven by higher thresholds
in the PSY compared to CON group, with the REL group showing intermediate
thresholds. Visual thresholds also differed among the three groups, driven by higher
thresholds in the REL versus CON group, and no significant differences between the REL
and PSY groups. Across groups and among patients, higher thresholds (poorer
discrimination) for both sound and visual sweeps strongly correlated with lower global
cognitive scores. We conclude that low-level auditory and visual sensory discrimination
deficits in psychosis may reflect genetic liability for psychotic illness. Critically, these
deficits relate to global cognitive disruptions that are a hallmark of psychotic illnesses such
as schizophrenia.

Keywords: psychosis, sensory discrimination, auditory perception, visual perception, endophenotype,
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INTRODUCTION

Disruptions in early sensory processing are prominent in
psychosis-spectrum disorders (1, 2), and are hypothesized to
underlie the clinical features of illnesses such as schizophrenia
and bipolar disorder. Impairments in the integration of low-level
sensory signals have been found to be a likely contributor to the
neural pathophysiology observed in psychosis (3), as well as
related to psychotic symptomatology (4–6) and cognitive deficits
(7). Electrophysiological responses for both auditory and visual
stimuli have consistently demonstrated impairments in sensory
processing in patients with psychosis. For example, patients with
schizophrenia show impaired passive and volitional attention in
response to static auditory stimuli reflected in reduced auditory
mismatch negativity (MMN) (8) and diminished P300 and N100
responses during an auditory oddball task (9, 10). Patients with
schizophrenia also demonstrate deficits in perception of dynamic
auditory stimuli, as evidenced by impaired discrimination of
both temporally modulated and unmodulated tones (5).
Individuals with schizophrenia also have well known visual
processing deficits as evidenced by abnormal visual evoked
potentials (11–16).

Bipolar disorder patients have also shown auditory MMN
deficits (17), as well as visual sensory processing deficits indexed
by altered visual MMN/P300 (18), diminished P100 response on a
“Go-No-Go” task (19), and diminished P300 on a contour
perception task (20). Across psychotic disorders, these deficits
appear to have downstream consequences for ‘higher-order’
cognition such as memory and executive control, and contribute
to global cognitive impairments observed in these populations (1).
Sensory disruptions have also been shown to contribute to poor
functional outcomes in these populations (21, 22), suggesting that
early sensory processing is a critical treatment target.

Sensory discrimination thresholds refer to the level or
intensity at which a stimulus can be reliably perceived. Recent
efforts to behaviorally assess sensory discrimination of auditory
and visual stimuli have relied on auditory and visual sweep
paradigms. “Sound Sweeps” is an auditory frequency
discrimination time-order judgement task wherein participants
are asked to determine whether a pair of frequency-modulated
tones are increasing or decreasing in frequency. Similarly,
“Visual Sweeps” is a visual frequency discrimination time-
order judgement task that requires the participant to determine
whether a Gabor patch is modulating inward or outward. Both
tasks use a staircase function to increase or decrease the duration
of each stimulus, thereby adjusting the task’s difficulty and
allowing for an adaptive and accurate assessment of an
individual’s speeded auditory or visual sensory discrimination
threshold. Developed by Posit Science Inc., these tasks can be
delivered via a computer or a tablet, making them deployable at a
larger scale than more traditional psychophysics tasks (i.e. in an
outpatient clinic or remotely). Both auditory and visual
thresholds have been previously shown to be impaired in
schizophrenia (23), and reflect functional outcomes such as
work performance or community functioning (21, 22).

Sound Sweeps have been studied extensively in prior work,
with a focus on using this task as a part of targeted cognitive
Frontiers in Psychiatry | www.frontiersin.org 2
training (TCT) of the auditory system. TCT programs utilizing
Sound Sweeps have been shown to enhance cognitive functioning
in early (24), chronic (25), and treatment refractory schizophrenia
(26). TCT has also demonstrated structural (27), functional (28,
29), electrophysiological (30, 31), and oscillatory (32) plasticity in
these populations. Notably, target engagement of the auditory
system indexed by Sound Sweeps was shown to mediate global
cognitive improvements from TCT (33), and may therefore be an
early marker of response to the treatment. This has also been
established by studies demonstrating that a brief (1 h) course of
Sound Sweeps is predictive of subsequent treatment gains in
response to TCT (34, 35).

Previous work demonstrated a relationship between auditory
sensory discrimination measured using the Sound Sweeps
paradigm and measures of auditory working memory, attention,
verbal memory, and executive functioning in a group of
outpatient schizophrenia patients (36). These findings align with
electrophysiological work demonstrating that early auditory
processing plays an important role in cognitive and psychosocial
functioning in schizophrenia (37). But what remains unknown is
the extent to which visual sensory threshold disruptions may also
reflect aspects of global cognitive dysfunction in this population.
Additionally, given evidence of early sensory/attention processes
being associated with a genetic liability for psychosis (38), the extent
to which sensory discrimination thresholds also reflect this genetic
liability is not known.

The current study used the Sound and Visual Sweeps
paradigms to examine sensory discrimination in a group of
patients with psychosis (PSY), their first-degree relatives
(REL), and a sample of controls (CON) drawn from the
community. We hypothesized that both auditory and visual
sensory processing deficits would reflect a genetic liability
for psychosis, where relatives as a group would occupy an
intermediate deficit in sensory thresholds given varying levels
of genetic liability for the disorder. We also investigated the
extent to which auditory and visual discrimination thresholds
correspond to psychotic symptomology, global cognitive
measures, and role and social functioning.
METHODS

Participants
Participants were recruited from three separate sources:

• Psychosis Human Connectome Project (pHCP): 78
outpatient participants with a primary psychotic (PSY)
disorder (Schizophrenia N=25, Schizoaffective Disorder
N=24, Bipolar Disorder I N=24, Psychosis NOS N=2), 44
first-degree biological relatives (REL) of the psychosis subjects
(N=15 with a previous mood disorder diagnosis, N=2 with a
previous substance use disorder diagnosis, N=2 with a
previous psychotic-spectrum diagnosis, N=1 with a previous
anxiety disorder diagnosis), and 13 healthy controls (CON)
were all recruited and screened using the Structured Clinical
Interview for DSM-V (SCID). All subjects completed both
Sound and Visual Sweeps, in addition to assessment of
July 2020 | Volume 11 | Article 638
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symptoms, cognition, and functioning. Subjects were
excluded for alcohol or drug abuse in the past month, and
alcohol or drug dependence in the last 6 months. Subjects
were also excluded if they had an estimated IQ<70, or had
compromised vision or hearing (i.e. legally blind or unable to
hear without a hearing aid).

• Minnesota State Fair (‘The Great Minnesota Get-Together’):
275 community control participants completed Sound Sweeps
as part of a larger battery of assessments administered at the
Minnesota State Fair.

• Amazon’s Mechanical Turk (M-Turk): 278 subjects remotely
completed the Visual Sweeps task as part of a larger study
performed by Biagianti and colleagues (23).

All study procedures were approved by the Institutional Review
Board of the University of Minnesota, and all participants gave
written informed consent.

Assessment Procedures
Sound and Visual Sweeps Paradigms
As described in Biagianti et al., (23) (see also Figure 1 in (25)),
Sound Sweeps is a frequency time-order judgement task that
indexes auditory psychophysical speed and efficiency.
Participants are presented with a sequence of two tones, and
are asked to determine whether the frequency modulation of
each tone goes from a higher to a lower pitch, or a lower to a
higher pitch. Using a 2-down-1-up staircase procedure, two
correct responses will adaptively increase the difficulty by
shortening the sweep duration and interstimulus interval (ISI;
which are held equal), while 1 incorrect response will lengthen
the sweep duration/ISI. The sweep duration starts at 251 ms, with
a minimum of 31 ms, and a maximum of 1,000 ms. The staircase
function terminates after 40 trials, ending the task. Auditory
discrimination threshold is calculated by the logarithm with base
10 of the number of seconds of the ISI (in ms) divided by 1,000
(to ensure normally distributed data); this threshold is expected
to converge on the ISI for which the participant correctly
responded on 70.7% of trials (39). Therefore, lower thresholds
reflect more sensitive discrimination ability and enhanced
processing of brief auditory stimuli.

Visual Sweeps operates similarly in that it is also a frequency
time-order judgement task, but indexes visual perceptual
discrimination and attention. Participants are presented with
two successive visual Gabor patches, and are asked to determine
whether the spatial frequency modulation is moving from higher
to lower (“outward”), or from lower to higher (“inward”). This
task also operates using a 2-down-1-up staircase procedure,
where 2 successive correct responses will adaptively decrease
the sweep duration and ISI, and 1 incorrect response will
lengthen the duration/ISI. The sweep duration starts at 200 ms,
with a minimum of 10 ms, and a maximum of 1,000 ms. This
task also terminates after 40 trials ending the task. The visual
threshold is calculated using the logarithm with base 10 of the
number of seconds of the ISI (in ms) at which the participant
correctly responded on approximately 70.7% of trials.

In the pHCP and Minnesota State Fair samples, all
participants performed both tasks on an Apple iPad using the
Frontiers in Psychiatry | www.frontiersin.org 3
Safari web browser from a comfortable viewing distance. The
State Fair participants were given headphones to complete the
task, while the pHCP subjects completed the tasks without
headphones in a quiet room. The M-Turk participants
completed the task on a personal device of their choosing. We
could not ascertain whether individuals were using headphones
or not, but only subjects who were determined to have
adequately engaged in the task were included in the final
analyses (see below).

Symptoms, Cognitive, and Functional Assessments
Participants from the pHCP sample underwent additional
assessments of symptoms, cognition, and functioning. Positive,
negative, and global psychiatric symptoms were measured using
the Scale for Assessment of Positive Symptoms (SAPS) (40), the
Scale for Assessment of Negative Symptoms (SANS) (41), and
the Brief Psychiatric Rating Scale (BPRS) (42). Cognition was
assessed using the Brief Assessment of Cognition in Schizophrenia
(BACS) (43, 44). The BACS contains subtests measuring verbal
learning and memory, working memory, verbal fluency, motor
speed, processing speed, and problem solving, all of which are age
and gender-normed to derive a ‘global cognition’ score.
Functioning was measured using the Global Assessment of
Functioning Role and Social Scales (45).

Planned Analyses
Group analyses compared PSY, REL, and CON using subjects
from the pHCP and State Fair for Sound Sweeps, and pHCP and
Mechanical Turk for Visual Sweeps. Subjects whose auditory or
visual threshold was 3 SDs greater than the mean were removed,
as these subjects likely did not understand or adequately engage
in the task (2 PSY from the pHCP dataset, 0 REL, and 12 CON
subjects from the M-Turk data set were removed). Next,
ANCOVAs controlling for age and gender were performed for
Sound and Visual Sweeps separately. These were then followed
by Tukey’s HSD test to identify which groups may be driving an
effect. Next we used linear models, again controlling for age and
gender, to examine the relationships between auditory and visual
thresholds and measures of symptoms, cognition, and
functioning. We used a false-discovery rate (FDR) correction
to account for multiple comparisons. Last, we followed up these
analyses by performing within group correlations in the pHCP
sample to determine the strengths of these relationships within
the PSY, REL, and CON groups (this left N=13 in the CON
group for these analyses), and also followed up on correlations
between the PSY group and chlorpromazine equivalents (CPZ)
to assess whether there were any relevant effects of medication.
RESULTS

The PSY, REL, and CON groups differed on the basis of age
(RELs were older), gender distribution (CON had more females),
medication dosage, symptom severity measured by the SANS,
SAPS, and BPRS, global cognition measured by BACS (PSY and
REL showed deficits compared to CON), and both role and social
global functioning (PSY showed lower global functioning; See
July 2020 | Volume 11 | Article 638
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Table 1). Auditory thresholds measured by the Sound Sweeps
task (controlling for age and gender) differed between groups (F
(2,394)=4.32; p=.01; See Figure 1A), driven by lower thresholds
in the CON compared to PSY group (Tukey’s HSD p=.035), while
the REL group showed lower but not significantly different
thresholds from CON (REL vs. CON: Tukey’s HSDp=.13) and
no differences from PSY (Tukey’s HSD p=.99). Visual thresholds
measured by the Visual Sweeps task (controlling for age and
gender) also differed between groups (F=3.90(2,383); p=.02; See
Figure 1B), characterized by lower but not significantly different
thresholds in CON versus PSY (Tukey’s HSDp=.14), a similar
effect in the CON versus REL groups (Tukey’s HSD p=.053), and
no differences between the PSY and REL groups (Tukey’s
HSDp=.75). Within our 3 sub-groups of control subjects,
neither auditory or visual thresholds differed between the
pHCP and State Fair or M-Turk samples respectively (p’s>.19).
Within the PSY group, we followed up on whether specific
diagnosis affected sensory thresholds. Neither Sound (F(3,69)
=2.26; p=.09; this trend was driven by higher thresholds in N=2
subjects with Psychosis Not Otherwise Specified) nor Visual
Sweeps threshold (F(3,69)=.40; p=.78) differed on the basis of
psychiatric diagnosis. These results indicate that auditory and
visual discrimination performance are similar across dimensions
of psychosis (e.g., among those with or without significant
mood symptoms).

Next we examined the relationships between auditory or
visual thresholds and symptoms, cognition, and functioning
variables in the pHCP sample. No relationships were observed
in either auditory or visual thresholds with symptoms measured
by the SANS, SAPS, or BPRS (all FDR-p’s>.24; See Table 2).
Additionally, no relationships were observed in auditory or
visual thresholds with social or role function (all FDR-p’s>.24;
Frontiers in Psychiatry | www.frontiersin.org 4
See Table 2). Next we examined the relationship between
auditory and visual thresholds and global cognitive scores
measured by the BACS across the PSY, REL, and CON groups
(controlling for age and gender). Auditory thresholds showed a
strong relationship with global cognition across all groups (t=-
4.83 FDR-p=.00002; df=121; See Table 2A and Figure 2A),
where lower thresholds corresponded to higher global cognition
scores. This was shown to be the case within the PSY (r=-.49;
p=.00001; df=72; See Figure 2B), REL (r=-.37; p=.02; df=38), but
not the CON group (though the direction of the association was
the same; r=-.35; p=.26; df=10; here, the small sample size for CON
in the pHCP group may limit our ability to form a strong
conclusion). Visual thresholds also showed a relationship with
global cognition across groups (t=-3.2 FDR-p=.01; df=121; See
Table 2A and Figure 2C), again with lower thresholds
corresponding to higher global cognition scores. The PSY (r=-
.48; p=.00001; df=72; See Figure 2D) and REL groups (r=-.34;
p=.03; df=38) showed this relationship when considered alone,
while the CON group did not (r=-.1; p=.76; df=10). The regression
models predicting global cognition remained significant for both
auditory and verbal thresholds across groups when controlling for
psychiatric symptoms measured by the BPRS (p’s<.002). We also
confirmed that no effects on auditory threshold, visual threshold,
or global cognition were being driven by a relationship with
medication dosage in subjects receiving antipsychotic medication
(all correlation p’s >.07). These findings point to a connection
between impaired sensory discrimination and poorer cognitive
functioning in people with psychosis, even when controlling for
psychiatric symptoms.

We followed these analyses by performing post-hoc tests
examining whether the relationships between auditory and
visual thresholds and global cognition were driven by specific
TABLE 1 | Demographics.

Psychosis
(N=76)

Relatives
(N=44)

Controls
(pHCP; N=13)

Controls (MN State Fair/Sound
Sweeps; N=275)

Controls (M-Turk/Visual
Sweeps; N=267)

F-value/T-value/
Chi-Squared

p-value

Age M=35.88;
SD=12.83

M=42.90
SD=14.27

M=48 SD=8.94 M=33.79 SD=18.02 M=27.99 SD=8.99 14.22 0.0000009

Gender Male=41
Female=34

Male=15
Female=26

Male=3
Female=10

Male=88 Female=182 Male=145 Female=122 4.4 0.04

CPZ M=4.66
SD=5.54
(N=61)

M=1.49
SD=4.22
(N=10)

– – – 2.10 .05

SANS M=27.89
SD=18.58

– – – – – –

SAPS M=14.67
SD=14.71

– – – – – –

BPRS M=45.26
SD=11.49

M=31.88
SD=7.29

M=29.75
SD=4.83

– – 30.44 1.82E-11

BAC Global
Score (Z)

M=-.62
SD=1.23

M=-.12
SD=1.24

M=.45 SD=.69 – – 5.33 0.006

GAF Role M=4.54
SD=2.79

M=7.08
SD=2.75

M=8.25
SD=1.22

– – 17.5 0.0000002

GAF Social M=5.72
SD=2.12

M=6.78
SD=2.53

M=7.92 SD=.9 – – 6.75 0.002
Ju
ly 2020 | Volume 11 |
Demographics for the Psychosis, Relatives, and Control groups. CPZ, Chlorpromazine Equivalents; SANS, Scale for the Assessment of Negative Symptoms (Range: 0–125); SAPS, Scale
for the Assessment of Positive Symptoms (Range: 0–170); BPRS, Brief Psychiatric Rating Scale (Range: 24–168); BAC, Brief Assessment of Cognition; GAF Role, Global Assessment of
Functioning: Role (Range: 1–10); GAF Social, Global Assessment of Functioning: Social (Range: 1–10).
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BACS sub-tests. Lower auditory thresholds showed a significant
relationship across groups with all BACS sub-domains including
higher verbal memory, working memory, motor speed, verbal
fluency, processing speed, and problem solving (See Table 2B).
Lower visual thresholds showed a significant relationship with
higher verbal memory, working memory, processing speed, and
problem solving (See Table 2B).

Last, we examined the relationship between Auditory and
Visual thresholds in the pHCP group. Across groups, auditory
and visual sensory thresholds were found to be strongly
correlated with one another (r=.44; p=1x10-7; df=131), driven
by a strong relationship in the PSY group (r=.55; p=2x10-7;
df=74), a statistical trend in the REL group (r=.28 p=.06; df=42),
and no relationship in the CON group (r=.16; p=.60; df=11).
Frontiers in Psychiatry | www.frontiersin.org 5
DISCUSSION

Deficits in sensory processing in both the auditory and visual
domains may reflect the pathophysiology underlying psychosis and
partially account for perceptual distortions and cognitive
impairment noted in people with psychotic disorders. Sound and
Visual Sweep paradigms are brief and standardized means for
assessing sensory deficits and are easily deployed at relatively low
cost on a large scale. These tasks provide indices of sensitivity to
auditory and visual frequency modulation (i.e., measuring the
briefest stimulus that can be reliably discriminated). Results of
the present study provide evidence that auditory sensory
thresholds differ among individuals with psychosis and healthy
controls, with first-degree biological relatives of individuals with
TABLE 2 | Relationships with clinical, cognitive, and functioning variables.

A) Outcome Measure Sound Sweeps t-value (df) p-value (FDR-corrected) Visual Sweeps t-value (df) p-value (FDR-corrected)

SANS -0.12 (4,70) 0.84 1.76 (4,70) 0.24
SAPS -0.53 (4,70) 0.72 1.24 (4,70) 0.44
BPRS 1.01 (4,121) 0.48 0.11 (4,121) 0.92
BAC Global Score -4.83 (4,121) 0.00002 -3.20 (4,121) 0.01
GAF Role -1.79 (4,117) 0.24 0.14 (4,117) 0.92
GAF Social -1.43 (4,117) 0.32 -0.11 (4,117) 0.92

B) BAC Sub-Scale Auditory t-value (df) p-value Visual t-value (df) p-value
Motor Speed -3.96 (4,121) 0.0001 -0.24 (4,121) 0.81
Verbal Memory -2.54 (4,121) 0.01 -1.89 (4,121) 0.06
Working Memory -2.9 (4,121) 0.004 -2.1 (4,121) 0.04
Verbal Fluency -2.07 (4,121) 0.04 -0.43 (4,121) 0.67
Processing Speed -4.31 (4,121) 0.00003 -2.08 (4,121) 0.04
Problem Solving -3.36 (4,121) 0.001 -3.07 (4,121) 0.003
July 2020
Relationships with Clinical, Cognitive, and Functioning Variables Across the Psychosis, Relative, and Control Groups. (A) Sound and Visual Sweep thresholds predicting symptoms,
cognition, and functioning were modeled controlling for age and gender across groups (except for the SANS and SAPS measures which were modeled in the psychosis group alone).
Significant effects survived a False-Discovery Rate (FDR) correction. (B) Sound and Visual Sweep thresholds predicting BAC Sub-scales (controlling for age and gender) were performed
post-hoc, therefore the p-values are uncorrected. SANS, Scale for the Assessment of Negative Symptoms; SAPS, Scale for the Assessment of Positive Symptoms; BPRS, Brief
Psychiatric Rating Scale; BAC, Brief Assessment of Cognition; GAF Role, Global Assessment of Functioning: Role; GAF Social, Global Assessment of Functioning: Social.
A B

FIGURE 1 | Auditory and visual thresholds. Note: Lower thresholds indicate better performance. (A) Auditory thresholds (log10 of ISI x 1,000) from the Sound
Sweeps task were found to be different between the CON, REL, and PSY groups (F=4.32 p=.01), driven by lower thresholds in CON vs PSY (p=.037). (B) Visual
thresholds (log10 of ISI) from the Visual Sweeps task were found to be different between CON, REL, and PSY groups (F=3.90 p=.02), driven primarily by marginally
lower thresholds in CON vs REL (p=.05). CON, Controls; REL, Relatives; PSY, Psychosis; ISI, Inter-stimulus interval. *=p<.05.
| Volume 11 | Article 638
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psychosis showing similar results to psychosis patients, but
not statistically different from controls. Impaired auditory
discrimination thresholds in this paradigm may serve as a
psychosis endophenotype, where individuals with genetic liability
for psychosis demonstrate a moderate deficit. Consistent with
previous work (36), individuals with psychosis and their
biological realtives who had worse auditory discrimination
thresholds had worse global cognition, indicating that auditory
processing deficits are related to downstream disruptions in
various aspects of cognition, including memory, attention,
processing speed, and problem solving. These findings were
found to be significant even when controlling for psychiatric
symptoms, and is consistent with recent findings demonstrating
that deficits in early auditory processing in schizophrenia reflect
cognitive impairments, but may not be related to positive or
negative symptoms (46). Together, these findings suggest that
early sensory processing disruptions may be more reflective of
cognitive disruptions than psychotic symptomatology.

Similar patterns were observed in visual sensory thresholds on
the Visual Sweeps task, where individuals with psychosis and their
biological relatives did not differ from one another, though in the
Frontiers in Psychiatry | www.frontiersin.org 6
visual domain the biological relatives showed the strongest
differences from the healthy control group. This suggests that
visual discrimination thresholds may also possibly represent a
psychosis endophenotype, though post-hoc tests revealed no
significant between-group differences. Generally, worse visual
discrimination thresholds in the psychosis patients and relatives
were related to worse global cognition, and like auditory thresholds
were associated with disruptions in memory, attention, processing
speed, and problem solving. Notably, sensory thresholds in both
modalities appeared to be similar across psychiatric diagnoses,
suggesting that these sensory processing deficits affect a psychosis
dimension more broadly.

A trend toward auditory threshold deficits in biological
relatives in the present study is broadly consistent with previous
electrophysiological findings that have demonstrated sensory
disruptions in biological relatives of psychosis patients. Deficits
in auditory MMN were found in first-degree relatives of patients
with schizophrenia (47), while auditory P300 deficits have
appeared in relatives of both schizophrenia and bipolar disorder
patients (48–50). Not surprisingly, these electrophysiological
deficits appear consistent with behavioral findings in patients
A B

C D

FIGURE 2 | Note: (A) Lower auditory thresholds (log10 of ISI x 1,000) were associated with higher global cognition scores measured by the BACS across CON
(Red), REL (Green), and PSY (Blue) groups controlling for age and gender (t=-4.83 p=.000004). (B) Within the PSY group, lower auditory thresholds correlated with
higher cognition scores (r=-.49 p=.00001). This was also the case when examining individual DSM-V diagnoses: Bipolar Disorder 1 (r=-.46 p=.03), Psychosis NOS
(not examined as N=2), Schizoaffective Disorder (r=-.46 p=.02), Schizophrenia (r=-.48 p=.02). (C) Lower visual thresholds (log10 of ISI) were also associated with
higher global cognition across CON, REL, and PSY groups controlling for age and gender (t=-3.2 p=.002). (D) Within the PSY group, lower visual thresholds
correlated with higher cognition scores (r=-.48 p=.00001). This was primarily driven by the subjects with a Schizophrenia diagnosis (r=-.70 p=.0001) and non-
significant effects in the Bipolar Disorder 1 (r=-.36 p=.11) and Schizoaffective Disorder groups (r=-.30 p=.14). CON, Controls; REL, Relatives; PSY, Psychosis; BACS,
Brief Assessment of Cognition in Schizophrenia.
July 2020 | Volume 11 | Article 638
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and their relatives that affect higher-order auditory processes such
as verbal working memory (51–53). However, key differences in
auditory processing may also distinguish schizophrenia and
bipolar illnesses, as well as their respective genetic liabilities. In a
dichotic listening task, schizophrenia subjects and their relatives
showed early (N100) auditory encoding deficits, while the bipolar
subjects and their relatives did not, though both patient groups
showed impairedmodulation of N100 (54). This may reflect subtle
differences in the role of early auditory processing with regard to
pathophysiological and genetic risk markers of psychosis.

Similar electrophysiologic deficits have been observed in early
visual processing in schizophrenia patients and their relatives (55),
and appear to be heritable in schizophrenia and bipolar disorder
(56). While the results from the Visual Sweeps task suggested that
relatives had higher visual sensory thresholds (similar to that of the
psychosis patients), literature examining visual surround
suppression and visual motion integration across psychosis
subjects and their relatives suggests a pattern of impairment
associated with the clinical conditions themselves. In studies of
schizophrenia, bipolar disorder, their respective relatives, and
controls, surround suppression and contour detection were both
found to be weaker in schizophrenia, relatively less weak in bipolar
disorder, and functionally spared in both relative groups (57, 58).
This suggests that gain control is impaired in psychotic illnesses,
but is less likely to reflect genetic liability. A similar conclusion was
drawn from a study examining visual motion integration, where
patients with schizophrenia were shown to have elevated motion
detection thresholds while relatives and bipolar subjects did not
(59). However, select visual backward masking paradigms have
yielded evidence of early perceptual abnormalities associated with
genetic liability for schizophrenia (60).

In the current study, auditory and visual sensory processing
thresholds were strongly correlated with one another, suggesting
that perceptual dysfunction across sensory domains arrives from a
common mechanism. Despite dysfunction that appears specific to
the auditory and visual systems respectively (61, 62), n-methyl-D-
asparate-type (NMDA) glutamate receptor dysfunction may be a
common disrupted neurotransmitter pathway accounting for
generalized sensory impairments (1, 63). Based on work
showing impairments in both auditory and visual perception in
response to NMDA blocking agents (64–66), we may speculate a
model wherein NMDA receptor hypofunction impacts g-amino-
butyric-acid (GABA) interneurons that have direct influence on
cortical oscillatory timing and affect attention and working
memory (67). Relatedly, these GABA neurons may alter
mesocortical dopamine pathways that impact aspects of sensory
functioning and could potentially account for psychotic
symptomatology (67). Further research will be required to
understand the direct impact of NMDA dysfunction and its
influence on auditory and visual sensory thresholds.

In the present study, Sound Sweeps was found to be most
strongly related to the BACS processing speed subtest (Digit-
Symbol Coding), which has been hypothesized to underlie the
core generalizable cognitive deficit in psychosis (68–70). Thus,
sweep paradigms could tap perceptual functions central to the
general cognitive impairment noted in psychotic disorders such
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as schizophrenia. Given that neither the Sound nor Visual Sweep
tasks rely on a linguistic component, they may serve as culturally
unbiased perceptual assessment tools that are sensitive to global
impairments. Additionally, either task is completed in three or
four minutes, can be deployed remotely, and is understood by
most participants without a proctor or additional instructions.
As performance on these tasks can change over time and track
cognitive improvements in real time (33), the sweep paradigm
may be ideal for ecological momentary assessment of sensory
processes related to global cognitive functioning.

A major limitation of the current study was that the control
group was drawn from three separate samples. This resulted in
uneven groups comparing healthy controls to psychosis probands
and their relatives. Relatedly, the M-Turk Visual Sweeps group was
collected remotely, so there may be subtle differences in this sample
compared to other controls, though they did not statistically differ
from the controls collected in person. We also note that there were
only N=13 controls who were included in analyses examining the
relationships between sensory thresholds and symptoms, cognition,
or functioning. This limited the interpretability of these findings, as
we were underpowered to confirm whether the relationship
between impaired sensory thresholds and cognition is specific to
psychosis subjects and their relatives, as opposed to characterizing a
broader phenomenon unrelated to psychopathology.

Another limitation is that the relatives group was not limited
to ‘unaffected’ relatives, such that some relatives had a psychiatric
diagnosis or may have had a history of subsyndromal psychosis-
like experiences. This may have contributed to higher observed
thresholds in the relatives, though the results for both auditory
and visual thresholds were unchanged after removing relatives
with a previous psychosis diagnosis (N = 2). Further research on
unaffected relatives will be important for clarifying the
endophenotypic nature of this behavioral marker. Finally,
while the overall sample size was modest, the delivery of the
auditory and visual stimuli were not as precisely controlled as
they may have been in a traditional perceptual psychophysics
laboratory, and the reliability of these tasks remains to be fully
tested. This limits the generalizability offindings, but did allow us
to test these tools in a naturalistic setting. Further study will be
necessary not only to validate auditory and visual sensory
thresholds as a valid endophenotype, but also further establish
their reliability and relationship to cognitive dysfunction.

Overall, the results of the current study demonstrate that
sensory thresholds may represent endophenotypes present in
individuals with genetic liability for a psychotic disorder.
Crucially, impaired sensory thresholds were found to relate to
general cognitive dysfunction across groups. Thus, these
measures of early perceptual processing, which can be quickly
obtained using computerized paradigms, are strongly predictive
of downstream cognitive impairment.
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